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Riverpell was founded in the ‘60s as a small, 
handicrafts business that soon became known for 
its elegant, high quality products. And Riverpell 
is still producing luxury items today thanks to 
professionals specialised in working with the best 
and most prized leathers.

The words ‘tradition’, ‘skill’ and ‘creativity’ have 

long been associated with Riverpell which, with the 
passing of the years has become adept at combining 
leather working craftsmanship with technical 
innovation and technology. 

So much so that today Riverpell is well placed to 
cater to all the needs of its large clientele, in a 
constantly evolving marketplace.

WHO WE ARE





Riverpell creates exclusive 
products and samples, 
starting from identifying 
the best leather for the task, 
right through to selecting 
accessories and finishings for 
the product.  Our strong point 
is luxury packaging: boxes, 
overnight and 48- hour bags, 
cigar cases and and jewelry 
cases, as well as gaming 
boxes and rigid vanity cases; 
all with wood or PVC frames 
hand-covered in high-quality 
calf or sheepskin, or more 
expensive options such as 
crocodile, ostrich or other 

specialist skins. 
Riverpell has often been 
commissioned to create 
accessories for high-end 
retail outlets, creating shop 
windows and display cases, 
drawers and trays, as well as 
custom luxury furnishings. 

To meet the requirements of 
an ever-more demanding and 
sophisticated market, today 
Riverpell is also starting to 
supply the fashion industry 
with women’s handbags 
and clutch bags: unique 
accessories of their kind. 

PRODUCTS
BEAUTY CASE
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VITEL LEATHER SCREWING

COCCODRILE DESkTOp ACCESSORIES

pHOTO ALBUm

In the hands of the craftsman the leather is transformed, 

brought together, to create beautifully-crafted items, each with 

their own unique identity.
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JEWEL DOOR VASSION

RACZON BACkGAmmON VALIGETE

Each distinctive mark, every little variation of the grain 

in the leather, is testament to the high quality of the 

material  used and gives every Riverpell-branded product 

an exclusive look, an example of unrepeatable, first-class 

workmanship.
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COCCODRILE BACkGAmmON VALIGETE



COCCODRILE pORTASIGARIAN ASTUCCIO

WOmAN pOkETS

VINTAGE VALUE
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VALIGIA

WORkSHIpS

pHOTO ALBUm



The luxury of 
uniqueness, The 
refinemenT of  
crafTsmanship.

HAND COmmUNTURE 

BACkGAmmON VALIGETES



RACZON BACkGAmmON VALIGETE



DOOR DRAWER JOYS
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LA LAVORAZIONE

We take care to choose 
only the finest skins and 

materials for every little 
detail of our products.

Once the designs are ready, 
our skilled artisans cut the 
leather, strictly by hand, 
which is then used to cover 
the items’ rigid, wooden or 
PVC frames. 

They then finish the items 
by adding the appropriate 
accessories - these make 
every Riverpell product 
even more exclusive.

our producTs 
all exemplify 
The luxury of 
The uniqueness, 
sophisTicaTed 
crafTsmanship, 
and harmony we 
have achieved 
beTween leaTher-
working 
TradiTion and 
creaTiviTy. 

WORkING pHASES ON pOkETS

RAZZA LEATHER

HOODERS IN SUITIES

We search out the finest hides and the most exclusive 

accessories, and employ the best and most-experienced 

leather workers, in order to make every last detail of Riverpell 

products the best it can be. 
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pHOTO ALBUm SUITCASE

SUITCASE

WORkING pOkETS
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The scenT of 
The leaTher and 
The crafTsman’s 
genTle Touch 
boTh make for 
The uniqueness 
of a hand-made 
producT.

pOkET WORkING
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Via G. Rossa n.14 - Cascine del Riccio
50023 Impruneta - Firenze ITALY
Phone: +39 055 209145
VAT 03670040488
E-Mail: riverpell@riverpell.it

www.riverpell.it


